
 

 

 
Boral Quarries Teven  
Community Consultative Committee (CCC) Meeting Notes 

  

  

Meeting Date: 21 November 2019 

Meeting Location: Boral Teven Quarry offices 

Community 
Attendees: 

Denis Perkins (Neighbour and CCC member) 
Mary (Ballina Environment Society representative) 

Boral Attendees: Tony Fagan (Acting Quarry Manager, Boral Teven Quarry)  
Kate Jackson (Regional Manager (NSW/ACT), Boral Land & Property) 
Rhys O’Brien (Acting Quarry Supervisor, Boral Teven Quarry) 
Lucas Gregg (Operator, Boral Teven Quarry) 
Paul Jackson (Stakeholder Rels Mgr, Boral Land & Property)  
 

Apologies: Nil 
 

Distribution: Boral Teven Quarry website (www.boral.com.au/tevenquarry) 
Email to members 

Disclaimer: These notes are taken from presentations and conversations which formed 
part of this meeting. The content of this document, while reflecting an 
accurate summary of proceedings, should not be taken to represent exact 
dialogue unless specifically minuted as such.  

 
  
Meeting Item Description 

Meeting 
commenced 

17:37 

Welcome, 
administration and 
safety moment 

Paul Jackson welcomed everyone to this latest session of the Boral Teven 
Quarry Community Consultative Committee (CCC) and thanked all for 
giving their time once again. 

As there were several new faces around the table, Paul asked everyone to 
introduce themselves. 

The group first welcomed Mary as the representative of the Ballina 
Environment Society, the first BES member to attend a CCC meeting for 
many years. 

Mary explained she was new to the BES, having only been a member for 
two weeks, but that was keen to learn more about the quarry and its 
operations. 

Paul also welcomed Tony Fagan back to the CCC as acting Quarry 
Manager while a replacement for the recently departed Scott Gillieatt is 
recruited. 

Tony is very familiar with Teven having worked at the site regularly 
throughout his Boral ‘life’ and as a local from Alstonville. He recounted his 
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Boral experience for the group and thanked them for their patience during 
the management transition. 

Tony introduced his team members Rhys O’Brien and Lucas Gregg who 
were attending the session as part of broadening their education on running 
quarry operations. 

Paul then introduced Kate Jackson, explaining Kate was his manager and 
in charge of all of Boral’s planning and development needs in NSW/ACT. 

The meeting notes from the bi-annual ‘Whole of Community’ (WoC) meeting 
held on 18 July were raised and members asked if there were any matters 
arising.  

There being none, Paul referred to four matters he had identified for further 
discussion. 

The first was a request made by residents that truck drivers leaving the site 
and climbing the hill on North Teven Road be asked to move to the left if 
possible, allowing cars to overtake. This request had been actioned. 

The second matter concerned a CCC request that Boral contact Council 
about the delay between reported damage to North Teven Road and 
subsequent repairs, and a pile of rubbish gathering on Council-owned land 
next to the Rattan Singh Bridge. 

Paul reported he had recently been in touch with Council on the road repair 
issue as they had failed to respond to a letter sent on behalf of the CCC 
about both matters. 

It was noted when Paul raised the lack of response with Council, he 
received a call from a member of the Road Assets team promising a reply in 
time for this meeting. None, however, was received. 

On the rubbish, it was reported that Council had taken action, perhaps in 
response to Paul’s letter, and the pile had been removed. This had 
alleviated concerns about the sight lines from cars along Tintenbar Road. 

The next matter concerned the organisation of a presentation by Orica on 
how blasting is conducted at Boral’s quarries, and at Teven in particular. 

Paul noted this was to be given at the WoC meeting, however Orica’s 
representative withdrew the day before the session. 

Members were then asked whether they’d prefer to receive a briefing on the 
subject at a regular CCC session, or whether it should be deferred until the 
next WoC meeting in 2021 given the wider community attendance. 

It was agreed the presentation would be held until the 2021 WoC meeting. It 
was further agreed the presentation should be offered irrespective of 
whether Orica can attend the nominated date or not.  

The final previous matter concerned comments from residents about 
‘morning glory’ weed which had been dealt with along Beacon Road but 
which may have entered the quarry premises. 

Tony stated he wasn’t sure if this had been bought to the attention of the 
site’s weed management contractors so he would follow it up. 



 

 

Noting there were no apologies, Paul then invited his colleagues to share a 
‘safety moment’ with the group. It was explained safety moments are part of 
standard Boral meeting practice, with the idea that a safety-related 
observation is discussed in order for others to take lessons from it. 

Tony obliged and informed the group about a recent incident in which a 
dump truck had a tyre blow out, necessitating the driver to use the roadside 
bunds (mounds) to help him stop safely. 

It was explained this reaction is part of a trained procedure within Boral 
which has helped avoid countless serious crashes.  

Tony concluded the safety lesson from the incident is that we should always 
try to scan ahead while driving, mentally noting opportunities to stop or slow 
the vehicle if an issue arises. 

 

Quarry operations 
update 

Tony then continued by offering members an update on the quarry 
operations since the WoC session. He began by overviewing projects that 
the quarry had supplied around the region during the period. 

These again had largely focussed on the Pacific Highway upgrade program, 
but also included a number of the new residential estates being built around 
Ballina. 

Tony then ran through personnel changes which had occurred in the wake 
of Scott and Richard Tomkins leaving Boral.  

Richard has been replaced in the role of NSW Country North Operations 
Manager by Nick White. Nick was previously the manager of the Hall 
Quarry near Canberra. 

The group were then updated on the number of mobile crushing days in 
2019 to date. The total of 30 days is less than half the days used in 2018. 

Tony also foreshadowed the next overburden stripping campaign which will 
see around 75000 cubic metres taken from two different parts of the quarry. 

It was asked where the overburden is taken after removal. Tony explained 
most is taken into Ballina for use as clean fill in projects like the residential 
estates. It is also used at the quarry for bund installation and rehabilitation. 

A question was then asked about whether the material is topsoil or subsoil. 
Tony indicated it was a bit of both. 

On being asked whether the material is separated before delivery, Tony 
explained the water content of Teven Quarry’s overburden often made it 
very hard. 

With the present drought, it is more easily separated. He commented that 
the material is useful to have around the site. 

It was then asked who tenders for the stripping campaign work. Local 
suppliers are the most common applicants. 

A member asked about the use of mobile crushing at the quarry and the 
conditions to which it can be carried out. It was explained these are 
captured in the quarry’s planning consent which can be viewed on the 



 

 

Teven Quarry website. 

A further discussion was had about how noise from the mobile crushing is 
attenuated. Tony mentioned the positioning of the plant within the quarry 
was very influential on restricting noise from affecting surrounding property. 

Tony then highlighted several site improvements which had been 
undertaken, particularly in alignment with Boral’s focus on removing direct 
interaction between pedestrians and heavy vehicles. 

An aerial view of the quarry’s processing area was shown which denoted 
exclusion zones around plant and equipment, and highlighted pedestrian 
access areas. 

In line with the initiative, a member asked where trucks turned around if 
they were overloaded given the site’s weighbridge is at the entry/exit point 
to the quarry. 

Tony mentioned the bay outside the site on North Teven Road was usually 
used. In response to a further question about drivers simply tipping off the 
overloaded portion of their loads, Tony said this had been prohibited by 
Boral as it presents a safety issue.     

 

Environmental 
management and 
performance 

Paul then asked Tony to assist him with delivering the normal environment 
update, using slides prepared by Boral’s Environment Team. 

Beginning with the usual review of the contract weed management 
providers’ work, it was noted workers had given around 187 hours to the 
site since June, contributing toward the $20000 spend annually by the 
quarry on the task. 

Results of monitoring from the four gravimetric monitoring sites around the 
quarry were then reviewed. 

A question was asked as to what stops Boral personnel from emptying the 
monitoring bottles and artificially adjusting the results as an outcome. 

Tony suggested that it was primarily on the grounds of reputation both with 
regulators and the community, as the ongoing pressure of community 
expectation is enough to ensure such systems are not cheated. 

He went on to further explain that the data analysis undertaken on the 
collected materials would show if a result was untoward, likely being 
completely out of step with other results recorded at the location. 

Tony also said that in reviewing the monitoring data, it is easy to spot where 
any community complaints are made. If a known complaint isn’t matched 
with an expected reading on the results, a further investigation is 
undertaken. 

A member asked who conducted reviews of the monitoring results apart 
from the Environment Protection Authority (EPA).  

It was mentioned both Council and the community had access to the results 
through Boral’s website, and that the EPA were very good at acting on their 
regulatory obligations. 



 

 

The group was then shown the results from the site’s PM10 particulate 
monitor. Following a question about the noticeable spike recorded during 
September 2018, it was explained this was caused by stripping adjacent to 
the monitor’s location. 

Water monitoring results were next shown. A discussion was then had 
about the methodology and materials used to test the pH levels in the water 
samples, with the explanation that this can influence variances in the results 
by up to 0.5 percent. 

Blasting vibration was the last set of results looked at with all results once 
again in compliance with requirements.  

Tony took the opportunity to inform members that after conducting several 
tests, one of the blast monitoring points would be moved 20 metres to a 
new location which was found to offer more reliable readings. 

It was asked why cloud cover was an important consideration for blasting 
days. Tony explained that the level of cloud could impact upon airblast 
overpressure, or the noise travelling out from the blast. 

As the overpressure travels in a wave, it has the potential to strike thick 
cloud cover and be deflected back down toward surrounding properties. 

It was further asked if Orica does all of Boral’s blasting. Orica indeed holds 
a national contract to provide blast management services for Boral quarries 
across Australia.     

 

Planning matters Paul then invited Kate to bring the group up to speed with matters relevant 
to the site’s planning. 

Kate began by alluding back to earlier discussion on Boral’s push to 
eliminate pedestrian and heavy vehicle interactions from sites. She raised 
that the imperative was a fatal incident which occurred at a Sydney site 
during 2017. 

Looking at Teven Quarry’s layout, an idea which has arisen is to establish a 
one way system through the site. To enable this, its proposed trucks would 
enter the site further to the north at the gates near Perkins’ Pit, then exit 
only over the weighbridge and through the current entry/exit. 

Kate noted that because works would need to be undertaken in the North 
Teven Road reserve, a permit would have to be obtained from Council. An 
aerial map of the proposal was shown to the meeting. 

Members were asked for their views on the idea. It was agreed that it was a 
great response which would also benefit passing traffic flow as well.  

It was noted that the arrangement would allow trucks to queue inside the 
quarry site rather than along North Teven Road if they had to.  

Kate then touched on the future State Significant Development (SSD) 
proposal which Boral was looking at undertaking ahead of the quarry’s 
existing planning consent expiring in 2026. 

The potential SSD was raised during the past two meetings and will be 



 

 

needed for Boral to access the known available rock reserves beyond the 
currently approved extraction area. 

Kate explained that data gathering for the SSD process was continuing, 
with additional groundwater bores to be drilled during February to help with 
modelling the water table and network through the quarry. 

Further studies on topics such as noise, dust emissions and ecology would 
also be commenced during 2020. Kate said that although in theory this 
could allow Boral to initiate the process next year, it would likely be 2021 
before the formal SSD application and work begins. 

  

Community 
participation and 
general business 

Paul then provided an update on the quarry’s contributions to the 
community during the period, the main feature of which was the opportunity 
to once again sponsor the TinCAN Art Show. 

The Show was held on 18-19 October and raised more than $3000 for 
TinCAN’s various community initiatives. 

Members were then asked for any items of general business. There being 
none, Paul thanked everyone for their time and closed the meeting.  

Meeting Close 18:48 

 
 
 
 

   

Action Items Arising From Meeting 

Action No. Details Responsibility Due 

1 Organise presentation on blasting practices 
at Boral’s NSW/ACT Quarries (with a focus 
on Teven) to be given at the 2021 ‘Whole of 
Community’ meeting  

Site/Quarries 2021 WoC 
Meeting 

2 Follow up site weed contractor to establish if 
there has been any morning glory infestation 
on the Beacon Road side of the site. 

Site Next meeting 

 
 


